Abstract-Business object architecture is a technology that was designed and developed during recent period. This architecture has a lot of benefits like scalability, flexibility and security. In business object architecture the logical architecture is separated into layers that give more scalability and reusability.
I. INTRODUCTION
Computer assisted examination systems nowadays are being practiced frequently in most universities and educational centers. Because, it allows to test the performance of student accurately. Computer assisted examination systems are mostly used for programming, designing, architecture and for other courses that needs computer applications for studying and testing.
Online assignment system allows students to submit their assignments or home works without visiting professor.
Submitting assignment by the internet, easy evaluation for professors are the advantages of the system. The aim of the paper is to create such application that will be scalable, enable high performance and secure. So, object oriented business architecture is the one of the most suitable solutions.
Every year the number of online exam systems increases. performance; helps understand how they learned the course and the level of students more accurately than exams on paper.
The security of the program is very important. Program must prevent students copying from each other or from the internet. So the program is designed in such a way that when the exam starts first program must download the exam files and questions, after it must block all local and public network connections. Students cannot access both internet and each other. The only connection is the one between server and students. This connection is used for downloading exam files from the server to student's computer and uploading the answer to the servers by students. Also program prevents using any USB memory sticks and external hard drives.
Besides the copying, students must sit on the places that have been defined by the system before the exam. This prevent students agree before the exam and sit in such order to help each other.
Built-in assignment system was designed to get easy submit assignments by students and evaluation process for instructors. Students used to submit the assignments by sending the solutions to the instructor's email or by visiting the instructor in his office. Now there is a web-based assignment submission system which allows reading the conditions and the assignment description published by instructor.
II. OBJECT-ORIENTED BUSINESS ARCHITECTURE THEORITICAL BACKGROUND
A. What is Object-oriented Business Architecture?
Technically, business objects combines conventional lower-level objects that implement a business process. User interfaces can be thought of as views of large-grained business objects. Databases maintain a record of the "state" of Business Objects as they change over time [2] .
Compared with library-bases technology, object-oriented business architecture increases the reusability of the design and scalability, makes short the further development cycle [3] . In order to get CSLA .NET features in the system the general classes must inherit CSLA base class. The class relies on "code region" concept. These code regions realize development pipelining and allow programmers to develop system in accordance with respective duties. The system which is developed by using CSLA .NET has clear and stable logic structure. Separating the system into logical layers by regions makes further development cycle more accurate [18] . 
E. Advantages of Business objects

III. PROJECT ANALYSIS
A. Project Scope
The scope of the paper is to design and develop application based on business objects architecture. The developed application is online-exam and assignment system. On this implementation instructors can easily manage courses, students, assignments and make exams in secure laboratory environment.
B. Project Functions
Totally designed system combines the following programs for work:
Student program is for students, which is used during exam to get exam question and submit the results in secure environment.
Instructor program designed for instructors to define, make and evaluate exams and assignments, manage courses and students, configure laboratory settings, send notifications to iPhone and Ipad devices.
Server side. The server consists of FTP server, MS SQL Server and lIS server. All the information is kept in database and all student files are in FTP server. lIS serves for web based assignment submission system.
iPhone and iPad applications are designed for students to get notifications from instructors and learn the grades of exams and assignments.
C. Structure of the Conventional System and Proposed System
One of the main differences between conventional systems and proposed system is that proposed system was not But this problem is solved with business objects. By using business objects only user interface must be created for different platforms. The functionalities and all logic of the system are combined in business objects. Any change of the business object automatically takes place in all platforms. The best explanation for comparing these systems is described in figure 3 .
/, maintain [ 15] .
With the development of hardware technologies, new devices come out. Designing the system with business object architecture gives fast development of the system for new devices [19] . The part of the work iPhone and iPad applications are examples where only user interface was created.
IV. DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION
According to the analysis made, the design of the database server, the design of the student's web, desktop and mobile applications and the design of desktop instructor's application are explained.
The system consists of web server, database, file server, desktop exam application, web assignment application, mobile course manager application and instructor's administrative application. All client applications access the database, get the necessary data from the database and enter the data into the database. All modifications made on the database can be seen by all clients at the same time.
Instructor has access to all parts of the system and can modify any information in the system. Sihe has privileges like an administrator of any system, so in the current system slhe can manage assignments, held exams and be in contact with students from mobile application.
Student's can access to exam system, assignment system and mobile application only with authentication. Access to unauthorized parties is prevented by the system. The aim of the paper is to show how business object architecture is implemented to computer assisted exam systems. Also one of the main purposes is to show how different platforms can use the same objects without any changes. All of the desktop, web and mobile applications use the same business objects, make some operations and any change in these business object takes place in all platforms.
For the implementation of the whole system MS Visual C#, ASP.NET, Objective-C are used. The proposed system is tested and ready for use.
There are some challenges was faced to implement this application. Security is one of the main features in the proposed system.
First problem was disabling network and internet connection between student computers. They must not have any connection with each other and worldwide. Also system must prevent students to restore internet connection or network connection.
Second problem was faced with USB storages. Students are not allowed use any USB storage in the exam. The problem was that the Windows operating system disables only pre-installed devices and automatically enables all USB ports if detects one device.
As a future work, Android and Windows Phone applications, programs for Linux and Mac environment can be developed. So it will be multi platform. Now proposed system is designed for laboratory exams. In future it can be developed for distance exams, home exams and etc.
